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Few things complicate international business planning more than uncertainty regarding the legal protections that companies enjoy when they invest across borders. Along with a sound commercial basis for cross-border transactions, companies seek stable, predictable regulatory and political environments. It is for this reason that last month’s decision by the European Union to ensure the legal security of Member States’ bilateral investment treaties (BITs) with third countries is so important.

What Did the EU Do?

Before the Lisbon Treaty took effect in December 2009, EU Member States had themselves the authority to negotiate BITs and other types of “investment protection” agreements with countries outside the EU. Over the course of a half century, from the negotiation of the first BIT between Germany and Pakistan in 1959, EU Member States concluded some 1,200 such agreements. The Lisbon Treaty, however, gives the EU exclusive authority over investment policy, including the authority both to negotiate future investment protection agreements with third countries and to determine the relationship between existing Member State agreements and EU law and policy.

On December 12, 2012, after almost two and a half years of consultation and deliberation with the European Commission, the European Parliament and the Council jointly adopted a regulation concerning the existing 1,200 agreements. The regulation confirms that Member State agreements will remain in force until and unless they are replaced by an EU investment agreement. This somewhat technical, almost ministerial act has great significance for the investment environments that both EU and non-EU companies face.

Why does it Matter?

Bilateral investment treaties are powerful tools for internationally engaged companies to protect their investments and compete on a level playing field in foreign markets. Moreover, EU Member States have some of the strongest, most investor-friendly BITs in the world. Whereas countries in North America and elsewhere have in recent years negotiated agreements that pursue additional public policy objectives, such as the protection of labor rights and the environment, Member State BITs have largely stuck to their original purpose: protecting cross-border investment. The significance of this regulation, therefore, is not just that it preserves legal protections, but that it preserves very solid legal protections.

Furthermore, the regulation enhances certainty not just for EU firms but for a wide range of companies outside the EU who rely on the protections of EU Member State BITs. The benefits flow to three categories of companies in particular:

- Member State firms investing outside of the EU. The regulation means that EU Member State companies investing outside the EU will still enjoy the treaty protections that their governments have negotiated for them. So, for example, a German technology company investing in Russia continues to have protection for its patents, a Swedish telecommunications firm in India retains the right not to be discriminated against in the awarding of licenses, and an Italian energy company has protection against uncompensated expropriations in Kazakhstan.
- Companies outside the EU investing in EU
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Member States. The regulation also ensures that companies from outside of Europe investing in certain EU Member States will avoid uncertainty over whether their investors will be protected. This means that a Qatari financial institution taking positions in French companies will still be able to freely repatriate its returns, a Korean automaker in Spain will face the same regulatory structure as a Spanish automaker, and an Australian retailer can hedge against generally high levels of political and regulatory risk in Romania.

To be sure, it will take several years for the EU itself to develop a comprehensive investment policy to pursue in future agreements. As a result, companies investing into, out of, or through the EU will encounter uncertainty for some time with respect to the scope and content of the protections they will enjoy in these agreements. Until that time, however, this regulation contributes substantially to providing certainty and predictability for internationally engaged companies regarding the legal protections they enjoy with respect to their investments covered by BITs involving EU Member States.
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The regulation ensures that companies from outside of Europe investing in certain EU Member States will avoid uncertainty over whether their investors will be protected.

- Companies outside the EU investing through EU Member States into third countries. Finally, a consequence of the regulation is that non-EU companies with affiliates in EU Member States may continue to benefit indirectly from their affiliates’ treaty protections. As a result, a U.S. agricultural company investing through a Dutch subsidiary into Ukraine could still enjoy minimum levels of police protection for its processing facilities, a Canadian mining company that uses a Belgian affiliate to invest in Mongolia would not lose protections against expropriatory land use policies there, and a Brazilian energy services provider operating through Portugal could still rely on that country’s BIT to receive protection in Mozambique.
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